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ate House, Boston, May 1, 1908.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representati

The undersigned, members of the State Board of Insanity,
have the honor to present herewith their report in compliance
with chapter 34, Resolves of the present General Court:

Resolved, That the state board of insanity is hereby directed to inves-
tigate and report to the general court, not later than the first day of
May of the present year, with such recommendations as it may deem
necessary or expedient, as to the best method of providing for the in-
sane, including those in Boston and its vicinity, in situations convenient
to the interested friends of such insane persons, with special reference
to, first, the care and observation of mental cases; second, the early treat-
ment of mental diseases; and third, the treatment of acute and curable
cases of insanity.

In its consideration of the subject-matter of the resolve, the
Board lias conferred with superintendents of institutions for
the insane, and sought the counsel and suggestion of leading
alienists, neurologists, and other persons interested in the treat-
ment of mental diseases.

In formulating its conclusions reference should be made first
to certain general principles which apply to all sections of the
State, and to the development of all its institutions for the
insane. Although results of their application may vary accord-
ing to local conditions of more or less favorable character, the
urgency of individual needs at particular times and the stage
of progress, the complete evolution will show variation in de-
gree, not in hind.

These principles are not new, but representative of modern
tendencies in all enlightened countries. They have been the
guiding factors in the development of the present system of

ire of the insane in this State. The extension,, advocated in

<£ommomumltl) of illassacljusctts
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this report, is a natural outgrowth. Its ground work was laid
in the Board’s special report to the Legislature of 1900, and
its salient features considered in the Board’s annual reports of
1902 (pp. 9-14) and of 1904 (pp. 27-33). Preparatory steps
were taken in establishing State care of the dependent insane,
relief of overcrowding of asylums, and meeting the urgent de-
mand for further provision for the young feeble-minded and
epileptic. This imperative duty was discharged by enlarging
existing institutions and founding farm colonies to accommo*

date quickly great numbers and afford reasonable amounts of
breathing and living space to patients already under care.

There has been recognition of the supreme importance of
better provision for the first care and observation of mental
cases, of promoting the early and adequate treatment of mental
diseases, and of erecting small hospitals for acute and curable
patients, with ample facilities for laboratory investigations and
research into the nature, causes and results of insanity. Much
has already been accomplished along these lines, as will appear

rnd the necessity of clearing obstacles from th
path, which now seems open for rapid advance to this goal

The Ai STBACT

their application to prospective
be presented in abstract, pre-
later pages.

These general principles and
provision for the insane may
liminary to fuller discussion inn

their Interested FtAccessibility of Patient. t

permits ease of visitation; stimulates interest and co-opera
tion; saves expense of travel and loss of time of working peo
pie; creates mutual sympathy and understanding of the need
of the public and the difficulties of the institution.

Location of Institutions Convenient to Populous (

minimizes the exhaustion incident to conveyance of the feebl
patient to the hospital, the disturbance by the excited, th
delay in emergency, and the frequency of recourse to cit
prison and lockup pending legal formalities of commitment.

in later presentations. Temporary deflection to other fields of
effort has been permitted only under compulsion of humani-
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State into Institution DistriDi

and keeping all classes of the insane near their home environ-
ment facilitate the individual and continuous study and treat-
ment of the acute and curable in numerous small hospitals, and
prevent massing the chronic in great asylums at a few distant
points.

Interchange of Patients between District.
is permissible if there he no friends, or if their interest has
waned.

Essential Independence of District
should be preserved, because a definite and exclusive problem
quickens the sense of responsibility for its solution, stimulates
initiative and enterprise and begets wholesome rivalry between
similar and competing institutions, w7 hich tends to raise stand-
ards and increase efficiency.

The Extent of Institution Districts
should vary with density and distribution of population

The Size of an Institution
should be limited within the compass of the individual study
and treatment of its patients, and within the capacity of a
single executive head to conserve efficiency and unity in busi-
ness administration. The maximum should be determined by
the character of its patients. Every district will furnish suh-
tantially the same classes, whose needs are expressed in the

ny, the custodial and the hospital idea

The Golonv Idea
the harmless, quiet, abled-hodied chronic patients,

some 40 per cent, of the insane. Its aims are provision of a
home with natural interests, industrial re-education of the de-
mented, and their training in useful occupations for self-im-
provement and support.
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The Custodial and Infirmary Idea
applies to the dangerous, untrustworthy and infirm chronic
patients, some 50 per cent, of the insane. Its main purpose
is humane care, safe custody, palliative treatment, diversion
and occupation, to improve the patient and break the monotony
of institutional life.

The Hospital Idea
is expressed in the psychopathic hospital for the acute and cura-
ble insane, less than 10 per cent, of all. It seeks the most en-
lightened treatment of mental disease; broadest knowledge of
insanity by scientific research into its nature, causes and re-
sults; amplest opportunity for clinical study and instruction
in mental diseases, to the end that the general practitioner of
medicine may become competent to treat incipient mental dis-
ease in the most curative stage, or prevent its development by
advice which he alone is privileged to give; public provision
for the voluntary mental patient without stigma of insanity;
out-patient service for the poor who need instruction and coun-
sel in mental hygiene, prevention of mental disease and after

are of dismissed patients, and for the early discovery of dan
gerous tendencies of the mentally deranged in the community
in season to safeguard against violence.

The Tendency to Better Classification
of the insane and departure from the traditional massive type
of institution to afford wider separation of essentially different
classes has become universal, and its necessity, to meet the de-
mands of progress, has been established by the practice not
nlv in Massachusetts, but in other States and countri

The Gradual and Progressive Development
of such general plan would attain the three primary aims of an
adequate system; first, the best treatment of the insane; sec-
ond, the highest service to the community; and third, the max-
imum of true economy.
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Expertness both in Business and Medical S
would result, since differentiation into departments with prac-
tically independent environments would relieve intimacy of rela-
tion, and separate administrative from medical and scientific
functions on a workable basis by clear definition of duties and
accurate fixation of responsibility.

Prolonged Detention of the Insane
should be guarded by strict compliance with every technicality

the law; but temporary detention for a few days, to prevent
recourse to jail and lockup during the necessary delay of legal
procedure, should be governed by the principles of the quar-
antine.

The psychopathic hospital should have authority to receive
mental patients for a few days without formality. In the ap-
plication of these principles there is need of progressive and

Systematic Expenditure
to provide for the known and inevitable increase in accumula-
tion of the insane in public institutions and prevent the de-
plorable evils of overcrowding.

The Claims of the Metropolitan District
.hould take precedence of all others, because of its great defi
■icucy in provision not only for the acute but also for the chronic

cl as

The Boston Insane Hospital
hould be immediately acquired by the State, and developed
is the custodial and infirmary center of a large metropolitan

not such acquisition be made,institution. But, whether or

it is

Duty of the StateThe Paramount
reasonable demands of this great
State’s population, by erecting,

to proceed at once to meet the
center of nearly one-half the
in this order:

(1) A psychopathic hospital for 120 beds in the city.
(2) A voluntary and convalescent branch in the suburbs
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i custodial and infirmary center within a ten-cent trolley

1) A farm colony within a twenty-five-cent trolley ride.

The Discussion.
These elements and aims of an adequate system of care and

treatment of the insane require fuller discussion.

Accessibility of Patient.
to their interested relatives and friends is desirable, except in
the few instances where the association should be broken for
specific reasons. It promotes frequency of visitation, which en-
courages the patients and serves to maintain and stimulate the
interest of friends. The sympathy of the latter leads them to
provide many comforts which would be forgotten without the
reminder of their presence. They are more likely to contribute
to support, and are prompter in assuming care of patients when
they are ready to leave the hospital. The expense of travel and

f time of working people are much less. Hence, the ot
servance of this principle is not only humane and considerate
of the public, but conduces to material saving of money.

Furthermore, the hospital should come into closer touch with
the people, be more alive to their needs, more sympathetic and
responsive in meeting them: while the public should gain fuller
knowledge of the purposes, methods of treatment and good in-
tentions of the institutions, as well as keener appreciation of
the great difficulties of dealing with patients with disordered
senses and delusive ideas, who in sincerity may express their
experience of many false sensations and their belief in imag-
inary abuses, which may be within the range of possibility, but,
in the main, are found upon examination to be unreal and
nonexistent. A better understanding of each other by closer
contact would dissipate erroneous impressions and distrust, and
beget mutual confidence and esteem.

The Location of Institutions
according to this requirement would be convenient to populous
centers, remote enough to avoid trespass on the rights of the
community or restriction of the liberty of patients, but easy
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Thus would be minimized tbs
the feeble patient, the disturb
the delay in emergency cases.

to reach by trolley or railway,
exhaustion of a long journey to
ance in transporting the excited
and the present regrettable nee
over Sunday and holidays or

ssity of detention over night,
onger, during the infrequent

sittings of courts during vacation periods in some localities, in
police stations, city prisons and other receptacles for criminals,
where not only associations are objectionable, but adequate
medical attention and nursing are not available nor reasonably
to be expected. Conditions existing throughout the State ne-
cessitate such detention, pending the completion of legal formal!
ties, in about one-third (28.7 per cent.) of all commitments t(

our insane hospitals.
A slight and wholly consistent broadening of their authority

to receive patients for temporary care and observation in con-
junction with accessibility of reception departments of State
institutions would greatly relieve or entirely correct this situa-
tion, and facilitate the early and enlightened treatment of the
insane during the most critical period of their illness.

The deterrent of moderate increase in cost of land purchase

in the face of such considera-
in visitation and delivery of

the existence of institutions

in such situations is insignificant
tions, and the cumulative saving!

ntinuous throughout

which is likely to be perpetual.
Compliance with these prim iples requires division

State mt
Institution District.

and the retention within each
elusive of the epileptic, the cri

)f all classes of the insane, ex-
ninal, or any others whose pe-

ar needs and character indicate separation into independent
ips, to which in each case like principles would be appli-
e according to their numbers.

It would not, e.q., be wise t ther all the acute and curable
insane from all parts of the State into one central hospital,

h as the solicitude of friends is most acute and their
patients during this stage. Thevisitation most frequent to sue

aggregation in one center of s any of the curable class would
lose a task of great magnitude in their individual study and

treatment, and endanger its successful performance
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On the other hand, concentration of the chronic insane in
reat asylums at a few distant points would be a violation of

the principle of accessibility, and objectionable on other grounds.
Distinction of the curable from the incurable insane is im-
perative, but as light emphasis should be laid upon incurability
as may be possible in eliminating its unfavorable reaction on
the curable. The classification of the incurable in separate
wards, buildings or departments under one management by
physicians conversant with their needs and peculiarities can be
made with less effort and expense, greater wisdom, less frictionffort and expense, greater wisdom, less friction
and milder implication of hopelessness than by the State Board,
whose transfer from the hospital, with which is associated the
idea of cure, to the distant. and independent asylum, reputed
universally to be a receptacle for the chronic only, is construed
by appreciative patients and their friends to be the positive and
final decree of incurability. They are depressed and disheart-
ened by it, resent and resist it, and never cease complaining.

The hopeful hospital spirit, moreover, is indispensable to an
institution in elevating standards of care and treatment, and
antagonizing the prevalent feeling that inferior methods are
good enough for incurables. Deterioration below humane levels
into traditional abuses is the menace of toleration of such dis-
crimination.

Therefore, gradually, as the growth of the State and the in-
creasing accumulation of the insane may demand, each existing
institution should be completed by the erection of a small hos-
pital for acute and curable patients, according to a general plan
to be presented. Inflexible prohibition of

Interchange of Patients between District.
should not be enforced. There are patients who have no friends.
Friends too often lose their interest in the later stages of
insanity. They may change their residence. Some patients

nefited bv their visits. The welfare of relatives may
compel their removal to a distance. Patients may receive an
impetus to improvement in a new environment. Delusions may
be diverted for a time by breaking up habitual associations.
Fresh scenes and interests may enhance contentment. Better
adaptation of patients to caretakers and surroundings may re
lieve irritations.
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Such considerations allow wide latitude in transfer between
districts, to equalize disparities and promote economy of care
of suitable classes in localities where land is cheap, large acre-
age obtainable and reasonable degree of freedom of patients
permissible. Nevertheless,

Essential Independent
should be maintained in each district with as little outside in-
terference in details of local administration of its institution
as may be consistent with efficient supervision and co-ordina-
tion of mutual interests and relations. A definite and exclusive
problem quickens the sense of responsibility for its solution,
stimulates initiative and enterprise and preserves individuality.
Wholesome rivalry between multiple similar and competing in-
stitutions tends to raise standards and increase efficiency. Some
will excel in one department, s
somewhere. It is the dutv of th

me in another; all will fail
State Board to discover these

excellencies and deficiencies, to arrange such information in defi-
nite and comparative form and disseminate it among all the in-
stitutions, so that each may become conscious of its shortcom-
ings and of the superiority of its competitors. Such method of
supervision develops local competency, and is far more forceful
in acquiring effective control than the exercise of arbitrary and
absolute powers.

The Extent of Institution Districts
would vary with density and distribution of population. The
sparsely settled district should not be too large. Public con-
venience could better be served by smaller institutions, located
at a greater number of accessible points, united temporarily un-
der one general management for the sake of highest business
economy, but eventually developing into independent institu-
tions with the increase of inh
insane. On the other hand,
tricting from time to time by

abitants and accumulation of the
in thickly settled sections redis-
the State Board would be neces

sary, to equalize commitments
arising from fluctuations in po

and obviate excessive demands
pulation and other conditions,
district would be commensurate
jregate of subordinate units per-

The maximum extent of a
with the maximum of the agg
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missible under one general business management and the limit
of extension of such individual units.

This is a matter of vital importance, and will elicit a wide
iiversity of opinion. All will agree, however, to the limitation

an institutional unit within the compass of the individual
idy and treatment of its patients and the attainment of its

highest purposes, and to the limitation of the aggregate of
such units within the capacity of a single executive head, to
conserve efficiency and unity in business administration.

The Size of an Institutional Unit
araeter of its patients. Every
classes, whose respective needs

should be determined bv the cl
district will furnish three main
are expressed in the colony, the ustodial and the hospital ide£

olonyThe C
hould take from the closed asylum the harmless patients sui

3apable, in variable degree, ofable for greater liberty, and
industrial re-education. In it
small and separate groups, ace'

tion and character of training
nearest approach to home, its

i simple dwellings, arranged in
rding to the conditions, occupa-
required, they would find
omforts and freedom.

should be the utilizaThe chief aim of the colony
nergy latent in the host of idnormous waste of physical
unused because of theilements in our institutions,

orpor, damaged brains and akened powers of application
ble of quickening, partial regeneration and re-develop

lent into useful activity. Although the labor of patients wit!
thers easily induced to perform con

ite generally and fully employed, the great task of

npici dement is practically untouche
ar as it demands special organization, painstaking training and

asure to the efforts and metparable in a r
feeble-minded, and promising aindustrial education of the

irn in production and happiness to patient
convenient location as may be
tract of wild land, rough anc

The colony may have an
to procure a larg

ony at the outset, diversified in quality, but fertile after re-
iction to tillage by the labor of patients. A central orgauiza
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tion with a resourceful physician at the head should co-ordinate
the numerous small, separate farmsteads and industrial groups,
each complete iu its home equipment and interests, and managed
by a good farmer or mechanic, whose wife should be its house
mother. These centers should he mutually independent, hut
responsible to the resident physician.

Some may fear that such an order would be expensive, an
outcome inevitable if it were applied to an unsuitable class of
patients, such as require strict oversight and much paid attend-
ance. The prerequisites of success are absence of necessity
of more than ordinary supervision, propriety of comparative

and probability of productive
in mind that the useful appli

freedom, capacity for self-help
labor. It should also be borne
cation of labor, especially to tl e current needs of the iustitu

any production for the outside
lonists.

tion, should take precedence
market or mere occupation of <

The colony idea is applical to about 40 per cent, of' the
insane. Some 25 to 100 patients may be provided for in th

>sing the individual groups. An
ups might be associated without
atients, but a limit would be set

variable size comj
indefinite number of such gr

riment to the welfare of \

by the hospital requirement of the district, as will appear in
later discussion.

The Custodial and Infirmary Center
of the district institution should take the dangerous, untrust
worthy and infirm chronic patients. Its main purpose shoulcnic patients. Its main purpose should
be humane care, safe custody, palliative treatment, interest in
the patient’s personality rather than disease entity, and pro-
vision for the diversions and occupations which break the
monotony of institutional life. There would he need of com-
pact arrangement of buildings, suitable for the classification
of patients manifesting every form of mental disorder, and
medical equipment sufficient for their alleviation according to
the best methods. Ordinary medical capacity and training,
however, would he equal to the task, so that executive ability
if physicians would be paramount in dealing with the economic
problems arising from large numbers, probably not less than
50 per cent, of the insane.
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The main buildings of isting institutions would cor ■respond
residualto such a custodial branch, whose inmates would be tl

after removal of the colony and hospital classes.

The Hospital
uld receive all patients for first care, observation and

ination, preliminary to suitable distribution to tl
and infirmary branch and colony. It should have a recent
rouse and other provision for classification and short treat:

of all clinical types of acute and curable insanity. The dh
tinctive characteristic of its residual patients would bo probabl

“’ability- The hospital should be small, retaining not mor
ban 10 per cent, of the insane of the whole district. 1

be the center of the higher m lical and scient with ai

]uate staff of physiciar and ample facilities for
into the nature and causes of insanity. The training scl
nurses should here reach i fullest development. The v

uld be elevated to the plane of the general 1
t acute physical diseases.
Every institution district
nter and colony, each as ir

mid have its hospital, i
pendent in its local ac i

tion as may be, under the dir ion of a general medical
intendent, who should be the
board of trustees.- In like m aimer all boar

be under thentions and districts should
State Board of Insanity, a they are at present. On su

Ihe Maximum of the Insane in Any Diet
need not be less than 2,000, and, if speed
require, might be even more.

The Location of the Hospital
rabby be convenient to the custodial center

h away to avoid unfavorable influence of the ir
fransfers between them would be frequent and urgent, ar

lade with as little formality as remc
other. Under exceptional conditions the distai

apart might be lengthened to several miles, to suit the cor
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venience of committing magistrates and physicians and facili-
tate the early care and observation of mental cases in large

Moreover, it might be advisable in large, rural districts to
have the hospital, custodial center, colony or a branch of either
near each main center of population, to serve the general pub-
lic, and allow the reception of newly committed patients for
temporary care, to prevent recourse to the police station pending

mpletion of commitment.

The Gradual and Progressive Development
inherent possibilities of such a general scheme would ensure

attainment of the two primary aims of an adequate system
first, the best method of treatment of the insane; and second
the highest degree of service to the community.

But the taxpayer has the right to inquire, the insight to
feet and the power to enforce compliance with his decision,

whether there are also present

The Elements of Greatest Economy
semiring these ends. It is apparent at a glance that a radical
parture would be taken from the traditional type of provi-
m for the insane, within continuous walls beneath the
agle roof of one immense structure of brick or stone, with
rred windows and locked doors, connected in every part by

ig corridors and wards rising three and four tiers
high, and bringing physician, officer, attendant and patient into
the closest contact, not only during hours of duty, but also in
living and social relations; a great community, in fact, cramped
p in such narrow quarters, possessing all ordinary requirements
f living, and, in addition, harassed by the complexities and

ibilities of deranged minds.
S attractive as

I Mere Business Provositic7

ny like operations are to be repeated in exactly
he same manner and order with maximum rapidity, to turn

product in the minimum of time at the
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I

least cost, without human equation, intimacy of living rela
tions, adverse reaction of antagonistic factors nor unconscious
tendencies to depreciation of standards.

But it would appear that the administration of a public
charity is so fundamentally different from the conduct of ordi-
nary business as to justify opposite conclusions as to real and
ultimate economy of methods.

Moreover, success in busine ; demands maintenance of qua!
f methods and appliances, ancity, progressive improvement

greater expenditure proportionate to such requirements; so alsc

A Public Charity
must fulfil its primary purposes even at large and increasin
expense, provided they are justified and attained at the leas
cost for the right standard.

Qn these grounds alone there would be warrant for splitting
up the unity of the original massive type of institution along
main lines of cleavage into hospital, custodial center, colony
and subdivisions for better classification and greater convenience
of location, as outlined above. But the general tendency, even
if not the exact form, has received

Worldwide Recognition arid Expression

during more than the quarter-century just past; first in the
Altz Scherbitz Colony, near Leipsig, Germany, in 1876; later
in this country, notably at Kankakee, TIL, Toledo, 0., and in
Massachusetts in the cottage plan of Medfield Asylum, opened
in 1896. Subsequent expansion in this direction has been
rapid, progressive and universal in this State, particularly in
the colonies at Templeton, Gardner and North Grafton, and
the colony extensions of the Westborough, Taunton and Dan-
vers hospitals. Therefore its adaptation to the

Better Classification and Wider Separation of Cla
of the insane and its necessity to meet the general demand f<
progress may be regarded as established by the practice n
only in this State but in other States and countries.

Furthermore, the Board believes there are
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Compensations in the Resultant Simplifica
of the complex and intricate machinery of the old concentrated
type of institution, whose fine adjustment is essential to econ-
omy of operation, and consumes, with ceaseless and wearing
xaction of higher officers, the rarest and most expensive form

of energy, in the more or less ineffectual effort to eliminate
friction of intimately related parts and harmonize variant
purposes working out in too close association, involving com-
promise all along the line, with mediocrity of attainment and
partial defeat at the best. Simplicity would effect a saving
here, which would go a long way toward furnishing the means
f doing more direct work.
The single massive building with its guarded exits should

be fireproof, and necessarily the most expensive construction.
It provides for all classes alike; whereas, on the colony plan,

about 40 per cent, of inmates may be withdrawn into the far
cheaper, one-story wooden cottages without guarded windows,
or two-story concrete houses.

Such Reduction in Average Cost of Provision
important. But some will argue that the greater charges for
mirs and renewals will fully offset it. The fallacy of this

pinion is conclusively shown in the history of the older insti
tutions. Their durable masonry is never worn out, but con
tinually torn down and replaced by equally costly construction,
to meet the ever-changing requirements of new methods, usually

with decrease in capacity for patients; whereas on the cottage
or colony plan each house serves the original purpose to the
end, and new houses add to capacity for patients in filling new
demands of progrei

Finally, the long, dark corridors of great asylum wards,
hard to ventilate because of intervening bedrooms shutting off
outside walls and windows, and little used by patients, although
passage of heated air through them may be as rapid as in bays
md alcoves where the patients gather almost exclusively, ar
mly partially available for living space; whereas in separate
cottages, with light and air on all sides and natural ventilation
through many windows, every square foot of floor area may be
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fully utilized. The relative increase in available capacity for
patients on the cottage plan exceeds 25 per cent, in this State.

The hospital for the acute and curable is necessarily

A large staff of physicians and nurses is necessary for the ade-
quate examination, clinical study and treatment of the acutely
ill. Extra stenographers are required, to record histories, de-

•riptions of mental symptoms and physical conditions, pe
iliarities of manner and conduct and details of treatment

It must have laboratory workers and costly equipment for sci
entitle investigations, to be on equal footing with other depart
ments of medicine in research into the nature, causes and
results of mental disease and improvement of methods of treat-
ment. In the present intimate relationship such expensive
regime tends to spread out into the wards of the chronic, in-
creasing unnecessarily the cost of their care.

The division line, however, should not he drawn too sharply.
Chronic patients do recover, sometimes after long years of
custodial residence. Many are appreciative and sensitive to
their surroundings. The reaction of the hospital upon the
near-bv custodial center is desirable within reasonable bounds;

recognition of essential differences of classe
idial center and colony affords the moi

ariate conditions for each, and contributes to economy of adt

nnistration.

Furthermore, the organization, which was adequate to the
xl management of the .original small institution, has been

■a dually outgrown in the great and growing establishn
r the rapidly accumulating insane, and fails to satisfy

rsal and imperative demand fo:

i Medical SciencExpertness hath in Busi
The parting of the ways seems to have been reached where the
th of the administrator of institutional affairs diverges from
at of the advanced student of medical science. There is need

f separating as completely as may be administrative fr
aedical functions.

The Most Expensive Part of an Institution.
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The qualities of the executive and of the scientist in any
high degree rarely coexist in the same person, and if so exist-

ng, seldom pass the limits of mediocrity in symmetrical deve
pment, while either may be dwarfed by exclusive opportunit

of the other.
The idealist would solve the problem through the lay business

manager in control ofadministration and the scientist of medical
treatment and research; but

The Experience of Many Failur
teaches that the inter-relations and mutual dependence of tin
two are so close, and so great the incapacity of the layman tc
comprehend medical and scientific wants, that such dual ar-
rangement is fruitful of strife, wasteful of energy and almost
barren of good results.

f FailurThe Cause
would be eliminated largelv in the scheme outlined in this
report.

Intimacy of relation would be relieved by separation of cla

if the special qualifications necessary to highest efficiency an
malitv of service

Duties could be so clearly defined and responsibility
curatelv determined that

A General Medical Superintendent
light harmoniously co-ordinate their inter-relations, direct the
irger business operations of all, and supervise the interests of
he insane of an institutional district under the direction
ingle board of trustees.

Such general medical superintendent should be primarily an
executive of the highest business capacity. He should also be
a thoroughly trained physician, broad in his conception of medi-
cal and scientific requirements, and appreciative of the value
if the teachings of the laboratory and research activities. Such
an expert in business management the present superintendent

in the practically independent hospital, custodial center and
colony, each having in charge its resident physician possessed
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1
inevitably becomes, under the compulsion of current tendencie
to absorption in business details and subordination of naedica
and scientific needs. But

The Primary Purpose of an Institution
be thus defeated. Excellence in business management is
bundation, and its savings sure resources for elevating

)f care; but fullest knowledge of insanity is indis
usable to discovery of the best methods of treatment whicl

the best chance of cure. Hence medical and scientific
nment should be encouraged to the utmost. The need has

n recognized. Pathological examinations had been
nerallv in the hospitals, usually by nonresident

pathologists, but in 1896 the State hospitals began to appoint

vd Physician

and devoted their whole attention,
s, to investigations in the labora-

who resided at the institution
undiverted by executive dutl
tory and clinical observation
quarters were small at first,

of patients on the wards. Their
usually in the basement; but ex-
irogressive, until four of the fivension has been rapid and

State hospitals now have lar well-equipped laboratories, and
igs with commodious space forhave erected special buildin

heir exclusive use. The scope
teadily broadened. They have

if activities of these men has
■ontributed much to the better
have met the other physiciansnderstandina; of mental diseas'

u daily staff meetings for the discussion of their cases, and
lave stimulated their interest in medical matters and the stuck’

ir patients. But

t has been irnTheir Advanc
been possible, with the close c
institutions, to eive them cont

It has nc

Fir;

f tl it directly apply ththat they mi
tions of their clinical observi

. Moreover, the opportunitie
atory and the sngge
reatment of patientn

inducements to long servicnt and, pecuniary
t and hold as many firsnot been sufficient to attrae
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men as would be desirable. In the small hospital for acute and
curable patients, where administrative demands would be re-
duced to a minimum, the medical director and investigator
should dominate in all arrangements for medical treatment,
nursing and research. Here he should find the scope, inde-
pendence and opportunity for advancement which are neces-advancement which are neces
sarily lacking under present condition

Every institution should have sue!

1 Psychopathic Hospita
In a large city it should be located near the general hospital and
medical school, in order that disease of the brain may be asso-
ciated with affections of other organs, its physicians stimulated
by contact with investigators and teachers in other fields, and
its facilities for investigation and abundance of clinical and
pathological material supplement and complete the assemblage

f general laboratories and clinics. Each hospital should have
re right of initiative in any line of research in which its medi-
al director may be interested or specially fitted to pursue; but

all should be united in systematic effort under the natural lead
si-ship of some one with superior capacity, attainment and ad

antage of environment. The medical director of such pr
ninence should

Medical and Scientific 11s'

itals of the Commonwealth, under the direction
f the State Board. Physicians, scientists and students of the
irst order would be attracted to these research centers. They

be trained for the future teachers in mental diseases and
ians in the service of the institutions. In the wards of

TV

access from the general hospitalthese hospitals, convenient of
would become as familiar withof general medicine

mental symptoms as they n ions ofaw are with man
They would nmunityint ice in

nd interpret
when they alone may foresee itsmind at the tin

nd perhajaossibil
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Forestall Us Development into Confirmed Insanity
by preventive counsel and curative measures. Suck exclusive
opportunity is now lost as a rule because of lack of such
knowledge and training, and because the scanty means of the
poor do not allow home treatment and the general hospital for
other acute affections shuts its door in the face of the mental
patient. Hence there is imperative need of public provision
for the

Treatment of Incipient Mental Disea
especially while the patient and his friends are unconscious
of its presence or shrink from the idea of insanity. The pres-
ent lack precludes preventive treatment and lessens chances of
cure. Mental patients, appreciative of their condition and
competent to determine the necessity of treatment, do not re-
quire the legal restraint of an insane hospital during the vol-
untary period, while they are willing or may be tactfully per-
suaded to co-operate with physicians and nurses. The stigma
of insanity, with its social and industrial handicap, should not
be forcibly and unnecessarily added to the burdens of such
unfortunates. These requirements would best be met by opening

Psychopathic Wards in General IIospita
But general hospital managers complain that other calls upor

their beneficence, which seem to them more pressing and perti
nent to such service, overcrowd their wards and far exceed theii
resources. They are obdurate in their refusal. Eventual!
they will yield when the public shall realize the hardship, ii
justice and economic loss entailed by their action, and when tb
physician, awakened to full sense of responsibility, shall insb
upon public facilities to enable him to discharge his duty to th
helpless poor who are chief sufferers from such neglect.

Meantime, something must be done. The want may be sati
tied in part and a permanent need supplied in the system of car
of the insane, by erecting in each institution district, under th
management of its board of trustees and general medical st
perintendent, a
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ranch for T/ and Convalescent Pa
remote enough from other departments to escape unfavor

from their inmates, but convenient for administratior
hould be received directly from home at their ownlent

request without formality. Their suitability should be ascer-

mt physician. The volun-
throughout treatment. If
lessary, the patient should

tained y examination ot the resid

ation should be maintained
detention should become nc

tary rel
rcit

ved by court commitment to the hospital. Convales-
mld be received from the hospital preparatory to return
Certain neurological patients with incidental mental
is might be received, to prevent subsequent dependence
e State’s charity in institutions. There should be a

be rem

nts si

m

ymptom

pon tl
staff of physicians and nur es and full equipment for

latment, physical training
al and nervous conditions.
1 walks for recreation and

ulei

ivdrotherapy, massage, electrical tr<
md other means of alleviating inent
Fhere should be pleasant grounds an

in the open an

Pi it he Expei

motion or management. It would not add to necessary
but tend to lighten them by preventing and ameliorat-
inal and chronic conditions which would otherwise su-
with greater frequency and severity. Patients would
der treatment during the incipient and most curable

i

i

ny ter

n

Some attacks would be prevented, shortened
in intensity.

Commitments as Insane would he diminish
I union of committing physicians throughout the State

ait. of their patients who are sent to insane hospital
ight be treated under the voluntary relation in general 1

It is probable that some 500 insai
voided every year in this Commonwealth if adequate pr

r were available. The expense would h
and the r

J. Fur thenlan to iysi lu-

reaction

ll the cities, should be a
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Center of Instruction and Counst
giene, prevention of insanity and after care of
ients. The poor of the district should he encouriischarged pa
its advice, and granted free consultation whil
lerly remain at home,may nr

tin Out-patient Ser
he general hospitald should be maintainec

ration with local charitable agencies in
Dine conditions and in the endeavor to better or
uitable. Thus incipient mental disease would ben

langerous • tendencies discovered in time
■ds against violence, and public confidence won.
, a serious

ateguar

Obstacle to Enlightened Treatment of the Insan
n popul r and judicial insistence upon legal formalities t(

ral liberty, at the risk of the life and mental inr
rity of th Datient. The propriety and necessity of such

be conceded in a small minority of cases where
of insanity, question of the need of care and

precaution n
re is doul

nace to the public and patient’s welfare. Inice ot m
lot ntion due authority of law in each instance should

?ith exact compliance with every technicality ofprocured w
t; but in short detention for a few days f<
to prevent recourse to jail and lockup durir

requir

iporarv car

ay of judicial procedure, the dictates of hu
y of the public and sound reason demand tin

i

ouarantl

forced for a century without violating con
the individual, whenever protection of th<.enever protection

itatecl isolation of infectioi
he home, the general hospital and
mporarily restrain

from physical disease, creates the preceden
If inn against himst

n conclusion
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Therefore the Board urgently r imends such legislation

1) As will permit the superinten
)ital or of the McLean Hospital to r

ndent of a public insane
receive for temporary care

not exceeding five days such mental patient as may, in his
■quire reception for his own welfare or the safety of

public, at the written request of a responsible person acting
nder medical advic

A
Id

will authorize commit
Lean Hospital, for sue

üblic insane hospital
nd under suchtn i

person who is found by■urt may order, of an
ivo Tjhvsi ians, qualified to make a ate of insanity under

Revised Lawions of sectioiroii

uch hospit'Olllllll

ary for his proper care and observation pending tl
insam

As will exten
Revised Laws, to anv insane person in emergency, and render

physicians’ certificate therein provided for valid in the sub-
11 commitmentuent

Gradual Devel pment

long these lines, modified as experi
nay suggest, would eventually, in
urnish the best provision for the

nee and unremitting study
the opinion of the Board,

e best provision for the
situations convenient to 1
filitate the first care and

are and treatment of the
ir interested relatives andinsane in

lervation of mental casrun

it of mental disease, contribipron

he 1 nice the standard of trea
me. It would not invoh

insanity

ii

y expens'

Expend-Syst

i of a growing State and increase in
ne in public institutions. History

insane

Mas
An equ u

1 countne
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The A i innual In nt of the Insane
n this Commonwealth has been 289 the last twenty-five years

23 the last twenty years, 362 the last fifteen years and 359 the
ast ten years. In addition, the imperative demands of labor in

ning hours has steadily enlarged the outlay for spacnor

i by nurses and employees. The last nine years thereqmr

annual appropriations for new buildings and improvemer
ation plants for the insane, feeble-minded and epileptiinstit

have averaged more than a half million dollars ($512,612).
Fortunate, indeed, would it be if the State should recognize

his as an annual fixed charge, and pursue a

Definite and Conti Poticii
rding to a progressive plan of most economical construction
lilatory and spasmodic action saves nothing in the end, nay,

in hasty planning of buildings unsuited to their
purposes and in consequence costly of renovation. Flurried

not permit that careful supervision which prt
ior workmanship and use of poor mater:

But the effect upon administration is more disastrous. I
rowds wards, redr patients, begets v

traint, fills corridors with floor
reds whose daily storage in bedrooms damages property, mix

aiding, creates unsanitary conditions and spread
an institution, as it may at any tir

hampered andarses are required, treatmex
idoned, bud for causes which

rl of the managemer

mu

The Institutions ar n

grant appropriate
rcrowding, which will otherwise supervene. In ea

ive plan advocated in this report
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The IIospi n reachn

n as may be, a small psychopathic hospital for\

and curable and a house for voluntary and convalesce!
ts should be erected in connection with each State hoi

;1

pati

line’ to suggestions previously mac

The District radiating out from Bosk
t only deficient in this respect, but far below the average c
ther districts in accommodation for the chronic classes. ]

fi

nil ot t

refore, entitled to precedence in both directions. In tEth
districts the Boston districion of the State into institutior

cl not, probably, exactly corre;
ivi

pond to the present metrewould not, probably, exactly corre
politan district, but for convenience in obtaining statistical clat a

if discussion.after may be taken as the unit

District
pulation of some 1,200 )00, 40 per cent, of the in

res yearly 1,300 commitmentsbitants of the State. It furnishe
46 per cent, of all. The wh number of insane unde

ire is 10,500. Hence 1,800 belong to this district
ne Hospital, which furnisheIts only provision is the Boston I r

750 beds, less than 15 per cent the insane resident in the0

nt arrangements, 350 ofii

ittecl vearh Boston Insane Hospital auc :1
v three tim Taunton, thirty-five mil

ant: Westborough, thirtv-fiv miles; Danvers, twenty-tw<
s. Needless hardship wouleWorcester, ;1mil
nd their friends. Such:1 upor

has resulted fre

The Ineffectual Attempt of the City of Bostc
to care for its own insane. As early as 1839 i

ne in the State, anc
port of the denendens

1904, it alone, at its own request, remained out
s

The Metn
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t

settlements in the city, less than one-half of the residents within
its limits. Hence, at the most, less than one-half the problem
relates to the city at the present time, and, if

The Stal Duty

to the rest of the metropolitan district be discharged, at least
three-fourths of the whole problem now depends upon the Com-
monwealth for solution. While the city insisted upon exemp-
tion from State care, there may have been some excuse for the
State’s inaction; but now, when it seeks admission, the

Claims of the Metropolitan District
assume paramount importance and press for immediate at

A metropolitan institution for at least 2,000 patients should
be established, according to the general scheme outlined.

Its Psychopathic Hospital
should be located in the city, convenient to committing magis-
trates and physicians and in association with the general hos-
pitals and medical schools. Its original capacity should be
about 120 beds, 60 for each sex, on a plan admitting of exten-
sion according to demand. It should receive all mental cases,

exclusive of alcoholics, for first care and observation, prelimi-
nary to distribution to appropriate institutions. It should afford
short treatment of a few weeks’ to several months’ duration
to patients who may recover without transfer to other depart-
ments or institutions. It should be a center of scientific inves-
tigation into the nature, causes and treatment of insanity and

linical instruction, in conformity to ideas previously ex
pressed.

•atients who should not come into
recovering from acute insanity
environment during the period of

There would be voluntary j:
such associations. Patients
need to pass out of an insane

nvalescence. Hcne

lescent Branch1 Voluntary and (

hould be maintained, at a convenient distance from the recep-
ion hospital, to avoid these unfavorable influences and secure
greater seclusion in pleasant grounds for open-air recreation.

tention
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The Custodial and Infirmary Center
of the metropolitan institution should be within a ten-cent
trolley ride of the State House, and in conjunction with the
'olony should provide for all the chronic insane whose friend;

iesirc their care within easy reach.

ilony

-cent trolley ride of the State
be possible to procure farming
milk, vegetables and other sup-
la out-door occupation for pa-

should be within a twenty-five
House, located where it would
land sufficient for production of
plies for the table, and furnii
tients.

iluntary, custodial and colony
arc! of tnistees and supervision

The psychopathic hospital, v
branches should be under one be
of a general medical superintendent, who should have competent
medical assistants in immediate charge of each.

The Pressure of Public Need
mch an institution would be irresistible if the importunities
patients and friends against removal to distant asylums

could be heard by legislators, as they are by trustees of Boston
Insane Hospital arid the State Board in appeals from adverse
decisions.

It is not less disci’editable t
ity that one-third of Boston’s

a the Commonwealth than to the
insane are lodged temporarily in
detention, because State insane
prohibit their prompt reception.

the city prison and house of
hospitals are so far away as t(ar awav a

The insane are now wards of the State. The city has the right,
under present exemption from State care, to serve less than
one-half of its citizens and only one-quarter of the I’esidents of

Its C

1908.] SENATE No. 358. 3i

A fuller description of its essentials will be found in the pre-
ceding pages.

Chronic patients should be transferred as soon as may be
from the psychopathic hospital to the custodial and infirmary
center or colony of the metropolitan institution, if they have
interested relatives and friends in Boston or its vicinity; other-
wise, to existing asylums.
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metropolitan district. It is, therefore, the paramount duty
the Commonwealth to take the initiative in this matter,
liter Boston s insane he received into State care or not

The Board earnestly recommends their admission and the
[uisition by the State of the Boston Insane Hospital be-

1) It would promote humane care and early observation
nental patients of the metropolitan district, and best serve

die convenience
(2) It is just, inasmuch as Boston has insufficient accommo-
ion for its own insane, but pays its full share of the cost of
dilutions for the insane of all other municipalities, and, in
lition, bears the whole expense of provision for part of its
n insane.
(3) It would eliminate the necessity of distinguishing be-
een the rights and duties of the State and the city, and sim
fy a difficult situation by fixing responsibility upon one
mey for dealing adequately with the whole problem.
(4) It would be economical, by saving a considerable item
expense in determining Boston settlements and concentrating
inagement of the whole undertaking under one head. It

Id avoid enormous indirect expense in travel and loss of
le of working peopl
(5) The site of the Boston Insane Hospital is well adapted

■dial and infirmary branch of ato the development of the cost
rge metropolitan institution, and its present buildings could

The property should be taken by

Eminent Domai
d its value determined by the court. Representatives of tl
y state that approximately one and a half million dollars ha\

nvested in the present plant; hut this sum is no reliable
f its worth to the State.

The financial end of the proposition involv
Increase of the State debt by the amount of the court

ar

to meet the annual sinkingIncrea the State tax
nee expenses over the sumd excess of mainted
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now paid by the State to the city in reimbursement at $3.25
r eek for board of patients in the Boston Insane Hospital. The

approxim

Increase of the State Ti
may be computed thus

ated at 3% jAnnua
$35,000,000,000)

Ma Hospital,
1007, 1170,

Receipts from private patients
Receipts from reimbursements, Mi);

Receipts from sales and other sou
11

Net r 146,914
108,403’aid by the State in 1907,

Increase on account of mainte 38,541sine

73,541Approximate increase of State tax,

The property of the Boston Insane Hospital should be at
and developedimmediately by the St

nfirmary branch large institution for the insane
in the metropolitan district

i, the Board recommendsBut
h an ii ration, and eons

blowing ore
A. psychopathic hospi 120 beds near the center of

the city.

(2) A voluntary and conv
lley ride.

nt branch within a ten-cent

A custodial and infirm ry branch within a ten
ride
;V farm colony within a wenty-five-cent trolley ri(

Recomm RATIO

In conclusion, the Board recommer

untary and eon
ninary plans ai
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h

fications therefor, and the expenditure of a sum not exceeding
$lO,OOO for these purposes.

(2) Repealing the exemption of Boston’s insane from th
provisions of the State care act, and acquiring hy eminent dc
main the property of the Boston Insane Hospital, and apprc
priating money for its maintenance.

(3) Permitting the superintendent of a public insane hos
pital or of the McLean Hospital to receive for temporary can
not exceeding live days such mental patient as may, in hi
opinion, require reception for Ids own welfare or the safety (
the public, at the written request of a responsible person acth
under medical advice.

(4) Authorizing committal to a public insane hospital or t<
the McLean Hospital, for such time and under such limitation
as the court may order, any person who is found by two physi
cians, qualified to make a certificate of insanity under the pro
visions of section 35, chapter 87, Revised Laws, to be in sucl
mental condition that his commitment to such hospital is ncces
sary for his proper care and observation pending the deter
ruination of his insanity.

(5) Extending the provisions of section 52, chapter 87
Revised Laws, to any insane person in emergency, and rendering
the physicians’ certificate therein provided for valid in th
subsequent full commitment.

Respectfully submitted,

GEORGE F. JELLY,
MICHAEL J. O’MEARA,
HENRY P. FIELD,
WILLIAM F. WHITTEMORE,
HERBERT B. HOWARD,

State Board of Insanity.


